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FORWARD OUTLOOK
The economic recovery is ongoing. Vaccine rollouts aid the re-opening process; pent-up consumer demand is
unleashed; additional fiscal policy measures are kicking in; and central banks maintain their massive monetary
stimulus.
We believe high quality stocks at a reasonable price will outperform and generate excess returns over the next 12
months. Tech remains our biggest overweight and we have been adding frontier stocks with high growth rates, strong
margins, and disruptive business models following a Growth-At-Reasonable-Price (GARP) strategy. We are overweight
in Financials given historically depressed, relative valuation levels, improving macro conditions (loan growth), and the
potential for gradually higher, long-dated yields. We maintain our overweight in the Healthcare sector providing a
defensive hedge to our growth strategy as this sector is not sensitive to a potential rise in interest rates. On the flip
side, we are underweight Utility and Consumer Staples companies given our expectations of moderately higher, longerterm, fixed-income yields, which reduces the attractiveness of their dividends.
Regionally, we are overweight Japanese stocks given their ability to benefit from the global economic rebound and see
uncertainties related to COVID-19 as unlikely to derail the recovery. Japan also provides value exposure (almost half of
Japanese stocks are trading below 2X Price-to-Book) and historically, Japan outperforms when interest rates rise. We
maintain our overweight in Europe as further policy stimulus and a lagged exit from the COVID-19 induced recession
provides stronger momentum for earnings growth going forward. In Emerging Markets, we like South Korea due to
improving external demand from US fiscal stimulus, as well as, the memory chips upcycle. In addition, South Korea has
low government debt and an attractive valuation (Forward P/E is trading at 33% discount relative to the MSCI World
Index). We are overweight India, as the gap between real GDP growth and the ten-year bond yield suggests more
upside to stock returns. Furthermore, during the second Covid wave, the Indian government was more focused on
reducing customer contact, rather than curtailing manufacturing or construction; Therefore, a rapid bounce in the
economy is expected going forward.
For fixed income markets, we keep duration short as we expect longer-dated bond yields to edge higher in the US on
economic growth expectations. For now, the Fed firmly anchors shorter-dated yields and no rate hikes are expected
until 2023. The Fed insists that the recent increase in inflation is transitory and is keen to meet full employment before
even considering tighter monetary measures. In Europe, the ECB supports the economy by buying bonds at a faster
pace to keep yields low. In Japan, the central bank has extended support for pandemic-hit firms and is about to launch
a new initiative to spur private-sector efforts to respond to global warming by providing funds for bank lending to
climate-friendly businesses. We are cautious on interest rate sensitivity (duration) and will keep bond maturities within
five years.
The US dollar faces longer-term headwinds as the relative attractiveness of US financial assets wane; the Fed keeps
rates low until at least 2023 while the cyclical composition of many international economies and equity markets should
mean that relative economic growth and equity market performance will be stronger overseas during the recovery,
than in the US. This Commodity currencies such as the Canadian dollar, the Australian dollar, and the Norwegian krone
should all benefit from the global economic recovery as demand for commodities rise. Brazil is one of the worst
affected countries of the pandemic and socioeconomic problems are rising; still, the Brazilian real should be supported
as the central bank keeps raising interest rates to stem inflation.
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KEY ECONOMIC FACTORS
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The global economic recovery is underway, largely driven by
vaccine rollouts in many of the advanced economies as well as
massive fiscal stimulus by the US. We are mindful that slow
vaccination rollouts in many Emerging Market economies will hold
down their growth, resulting in an un-even global recovery. In the
US, the labour market is improving, consumer confidence is solid,
and services as well as manufacturing business sentiment are at
historically high levels. President Biden’s infrastructure deal
benefits not only the US, but also has a positive impact on close
trading partners such as Canada and Mexico. Fiscal stimulus is
accommodative in Europe, manufacturing is boosted by external
demand, and private consumption should improve as restrictions
on public life are removed. Growth in the Asia-Pacific region is lifted
by China’s strong and rapid export led recovery. We agree with
Bloomberg consensus estimates and expect global growth of 6.0
percent in 2021.

Most major central banks keep their monetary policies highly
accommodative. In the US, the Fed has signaled continued support
to the economy, maintaining the status quo on interest rates until
2023. The ECB’s Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme (bondbuying) will be conducted at a higher pace for the next three
months to support the recovery. The Bank of England is on hold.
The Bank of Canada has judged that the economic recovery requires
extraordinary monetary policy support. As such, the benchmark
rate is on hold and the central bank’s bond purchases are ongoing
to keep interest rates low across the yield curve. The Bank of Japan
is taking no chances and has extended the covid-related support
programme to keep a prop under the economy. Norway’s central
bank is set to lift interest rates later in 2021 as economic activity is
rebounding sharply and somewhat faster than previously expected.
In Brazil, the Selic rate is now back to pre-pandemic levels and
another rate hike is expected in August to stem inflation.

GLOBAL TRADE
Global Trade

Trade tensions between the US and China are ongoing. Global
onshoring is increasing as the pandemic exposed supply chain
vulnerabilities.

GEOPOLITICAL
Geopolitical

MARKETS FORWARD

Geopolitical risks are mounting and critical government and private
sector networks around the globe are vulnerable to hacking and
spying.
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EARNINGS GROWTH
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The relative valuations appear reasonable compared to
historical averages with resource-based economies and the
UK looking particularly attractive.

Corporate earnings are expected to keep recovering in
Second Half 2021 as economies reopen and vaccines are
rolled out across the world.

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg
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EARNINGS GROWTH
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The growth in Health Care stocks remains underpriced while
Financial stocks are trading below their historical average
multiple despite recent outperformance.

Earnings are expected to recover across the board with the
rebound in economically sensitive sectors such as Energy,
Financials, and Materials expected to be particularly strong.

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg
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MARKETS IN REVIEW - SECOND QUARTER 2021

AS AT 30TH JUNE 2021

GLOBAL MARKET COMPARISON

Global equities rallied as economies
reopened and activity rebounded amid
accelerated vaccination programs in most
developed economies and monetary policies
remained accommodative. Strong economic
data, with leading economic indicators, such
as, purchasing managers’ business surveys
reaching multi-year highs also boosted
sentiment. Emerging Markets
underperformed on slower vaccination
rollouts.

US MARKET INDICES

The S&P500 delivered the best return thanks
to a rebound of growth stocks, strong firstquarter earnings reports, and on the prospect
of more fiscal spending as President Biden
reached a bipartisan deal to boost
infrastructure spending. Information
Technology stocks outperformed as inflation
fears moderated.
Overall, the S&P 500 rallied 8.17 percent in
the quarter and growth stocks outperformed
value stocks.

DEVELOPED MARKETS

Canadian and Australian markets were
boosted by higher oil and commodity prices.
European markets rallied on the reopening of
regional economies, improving economic
data, and strong global goods demand.
Meanwhile, the slow vaccination rollout
weighed on the Japanese market.
Developed Markets advanced 5.69 percent
during the quarter in US dollar terms.

All returns are expressed in US dollars. Source: Bloomberg
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MARKETS IN REVIEW - SECOND QUARTER 2021

AS AT 30TH JUNE 2021

EMERGING MARKETS

Emerging Market equities underperformed
Developed Markets mainly due to an
aggravating COVID-19 situation. Brazilian
equities rallied sharply in US dollar terms as
the currency appreciated after the central
bank raised the benchmark interest rate to
stem inflation. Thailand was the worst
performing market as a spike in COVID-19
cases halted the reopening plan.
Overall, Emerging Markets rose by 4.42
percent.

MAJOR CURRENCIES

The US dollar depreciated against most major
currencies as Treasury yields fell which
resulted in narrower interest rate differentials.
The euro appreciated against the US dollar as
vaccine rollouts accelerated and economic
activity rebounded. In contrast, the slow
vaccination campaign in Japan weighed on the
yen. The Brazilian real appreciated against all
majors as the central bank raised the
benchmark Selic rate twice to stem inflation.

BONDS

Longer-dated US Treasury yields fell as
markets began to wonder if the rise in yields
earlier in 2021 had gone too far, too fast, and
as the Fed said inflation is transitory. German
sovereign bonds sold off as investors searched
for positive yields. The issuance of €20 billion
of ten-year bonds to fund the EU’s
‘NextGenerationEU’ recovery package also
pushed German yields higher. Canadian yields
fell as the central bank did not taper its bond
purchase programme.

All returns are expressed in US dollars. Source: Bloomberg
BIAS structures portfolios according to the needs and risk profile of a specific investor. Some systematic risks should be acknowledged over which BIAS and other
asset managers have no control including: trading on exchanges not regulated by any US Government agency, the Bermuda Monetary Authority, or the Cayman
Islands Monetary Authority; possible failure of brokerage firms or clearing exchanges; illiquid Markets which may make liquidating a position at a given price more
difficult. For more details on these and other risk factors, please refer to BIAS’ Form ADV filed with the US Securities and Exchange Commission.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The entire BIAS staff is committed to exacting ethical standards and professional
conduct as dictated by the CFA Institute.
As a team, we pledge to add value by anticipating and addressing client needs
proactively and by providing consistent and exceptional customer service.
In a time when investors are overwhelmed by the vast amount of information available,
we consider our responsibility at BIAS to bring clarity to our clients so that they can
achieve their financial goals.

BERMUDA INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES LIMITED
Wessex House, Second Floor, 45 Reid Street, Hamilton HM 12
P.O. Box HM 988, Hamilton, HM DX, Bermuda
T: (441) 292-4292 | F: (441) 292-7292 | E: info@biasinvestors.com
www.bias.bm
Licensed to conduct Investment Business by the Bermuda Monetary Authority.

BIAS (CAYMAN) LIMITED
Piccadilly Center, 4th Floor, 28 Elgin Avenue, George Town.
P.O. Box 30862, Grand Cayman, KY1-1204, Cayman Islands
T: (345) 943-0003 | F: (345) 943-0004 | E: info@biasinvestors.com
www.bias.ky
Licensed by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority to conduct Investment Business.

